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She was also inseparable from her litter mate, Belinda.

A few things about Alice, and her wonderful life.

Alice was always a happy dog who could take all the attention
anyone could muster (and then some). She had all the qualities
one looks for in a great pet - take it from me.



In the beginning, Alice only had to share rides & outings with her sister,

But then out-of-towners started showing up - and even dogs from out-of-state!



However, Alice always accepted these new friends which made her life intersting & active. Here
she is sharing her ride with lots of other new buddies. None-the-less she was always open to
sharing and never was jealous no matter how many others dogs came into her life.

Alice really enjoyed Sundays at dog beach in Del Mar - and for
5 years when alpha-dog Jerry was not working, Alice knew
Wednesdays was Beach Day” (usually 6AM)



Although going to Del Mar and Ocean Beach was a regular event for Alice, she also
looked forward to her 4 walks every week end at a near by trail. She knew also that her
contract called for 3 more walks on the same trail during the middle of the week. This
was also supplemented by 4 more walks in the hi-brow neighborhood  of “Kenssington”.
Although  Alice is shown last in the above photo - she perferred to be in 3rd position
most of the time. (However, always leading the pack was Kirby - who had the youngest
paws.).



When back in Escondido, Alice kept others in line with the exception of
Morgan, Kirby, and Belinda!.

Here’s Alice in Kenssington (at the door) - watching home values appre-
ciate right before her eyes. Although she preferred Escondido and ac-
cess to the orange grove, her weekly trip to “Van Dyke” broke up any
possible boredom between trail walks, orange groves, and trips to the
beach.



The gang always knew what time it was - and had alpha-dog well trained for their walk.
Alice always positioned her self to enable a quick get away to the side gate.



Kirby

Alice learned that the quality of her life had been directly proportionate to
the dogs she surrounded herself. That made her a beautiful dog with a won-
derful personality. She will be missed terribly.
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